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Role of chirality in angular momentum coupling for AÈ130 odd-odd triaxial nuclei: 132La
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Nearly degenerate partner bands observed inA;130 odd-odd triaxial nuclei are interpreted as a manifesta-
tion of chirality in the intrinsic reference frame. A phenomenological approach, based on a core-particle-hole
coupling model, has been developed to address the experimental observables. This laboratory-frame model, in
which chiral symmetry has been restored, includes a triaxial core, a particle/hole single-particle Hamiltonian,
and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions. The optimal model parameters are investigated. The results of the
calculations indicate the existence of pairs ofph11/2n

21h11/2 states with the same spin, parity, and similar
excitation energy forming partner bands that are nearly degenerate over a range of spins. These calculated
partner bands are consistent with the chiral band interpretation and are in agreement with experimental obser-
vations in this region. This model has been applied to excited states in132La, which have been studied via the
123Sb(13C,4n) reaction usingg-ray spectroscopic techniques. In addition to the yrastph11/2n

21h11/2 band, the
partner band was observed with experimental properties consistent with the sameph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration.
These doublet bands resemble those observed systematically for severalN575 isotones of132La.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.65.044328 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 21.60.2n, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experimental investigations of odd-odd nuclei
the A;130 region@1–5# have resulted in the observation
systematic doublet bands built on unique-parityh11/2 valence
proton and neutron orbitals. These structures are interpr
as a manifestation of chirality in the angular momentum c
pling, which had been predicted in Ref.@6#. In theZ;57 and
N;75 region, the Fermi level is in the lower part of theh11/2
proton subshell, but in the higher part of theh11/2 neutron
subshell.1 Model calculations for a triaxial potential@6,7#
indicate that the angular momentum for an orbital in t
lower part of a high-j subshell is oriented along the sho
axis of the triaxial core while for an orbital in the higher pa
of the subshell, the orientation is along the long axis. S
orientations result in a maximal overlap of the core wa
function with the particlelike wave function and a minim
overlap with the holelike wave function; in both cases, t
overlap results in a decrease in energy due to the attrac
nature of the nuclear force. The angular momentum of
core itself is oriented along the intermediate axis, which c
responds to the largest value for irrotational-flow-like m
ment of inertia@7,8#, thus minimizing the rotational energy
These three mutually perpendicular angular momenta ca

*Present address: Department of Chemistry, Washington Un
sity, St. Louis, Missouri 63130.

1Following this fact and the model calculations presented bel
the configuration for the doublet bands discussed in the cur
work is labeledph11/2n

21h11/2 throughout the paper.
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arranged to form two systems with opposite chirality, le
and right-handedness, as shown in Fig. 1, representing
breaking of chiral symmetry in the intrinsic frame of th
nucleus. These systems cannot be transformed into e
other by rotation or space inversion, but are related by
operator that involves time reversal.2 This can be visualized
with the use of Fig. 1 following the fact that the time
reversal operator reverses the orientation of each of the
gular momentum vectors.

In this paper, such chirality for an odd-odd triaxi
nucleus is studied theoretically with the use of a phenome
logical core-particle-hole coupling model formulated in t
laboratory reference frame, where chiral symmetry is
stored. The model is developed from a Hamiltonian w
quadrupole-quadrupole nuclear interactions following an
proach presented for odd-even nuclei in Refs.@9–11#. The
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are found using the Kerm
Klein-Dönau-Frauendorf method~for a recent review, see
Ref. @12# and references therein!; a similar model was ana
lyzed in Ref. @13#. The triaxial core is introduced into th
calculations via reducedE2 matrix elements and energ
spectra; the parameters fitted to reproduce the propertie
even and odd neighbors are directly applicable to the ca
lations for odd-odd nuclei. For these calculations, the triax

r-

,
nt

2Such a chiral operator may be defined as a combination of t
reversal and rotation by 180° around an axis perpendicular to
quantization axis. The convention that follows Ref.@8# with the z
and y axes chosen as the quantization and rotation axes, res
tively, is widely accepted.
©2002 The American Physical Society28-1
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rotor of Ref. @14# is employed for the core. The angula
momenta coupling of the valence proton, valence neut
and the core rotation are analyzed via the resulting w
functions from these model calculations by evaluating exp
tation values of scalar products of the three angular mom
tum operators; deduced orientations of the angular mom
allow the exploration of the chiral aplanar condition for t
total angular momentum. The approach presented her
complementary to the study of chirality from the intrins
body-fixed reference frame using the microscopic Tilted A
Cranking ~TAC! model of Refs.@15,6#, which predicts tri-
axial shapes with g;30° and aplanar minima fo
ph11/2n

21h11/2 routhians in theA;130 region.
The orthogonal coupling of three angular momentum v

tors violates time-reversal invariance. It should be not
however, that the nuclear Hamiltonian, in the laboratory r
erence frame, is invariant with respect to time reversal.
specific configurations, states with defined chirality are p
sible only in the intrinsic body-fixed reference frame. F
such states in the intrinsic reference frame, the required
toration of time-reversal invariance in the laboratory ref
ence frame results in the doubling of states forming nea
degenerate partner bands. Since the core rotational cont
tion to the total angular momentum varies along the ro
tional band, the near degeneracy is expected to exist
within a limited spin/rotational frequency range where t
three vectors of interest are comparable in magnitude.
wave functions for the doublet states provided by the mo
in the laboratory reference frame are those linear comb
tions of the wave functions for the left-handed and rig
handed systems in the intrinsic reference frame, which
invariant under time reversal.

These model calculation investigations in the laborat
frame are applied to doublet bands built on t
ph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration observed in theN575 triaxial
132La nucleus. Partial results of this work have been given
Ref. @16#. The experimental study of132La will be presented
in the next section followed by the development of the co
particle-hole coupling model and its application to the e
perimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

Excited states in 132La were populated with the
123Sb(13C,4n) reaction at a beam energy of 64 MeV. Th

FIG. 1. Two possible couplings of the three angular moment

a triaxial odd-odd nucleus to the total angular momentumIW. In the
A;130 region, the three mutually perpendicular angular mome

involved are those for the protonh11/2 particle (jWp), for the neutron

h11/2 hole (jWn), and for the core (RW ).
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beam was provided by the tandem-injected superconduc
LINAC of the Nuclear Structure Laboratory at the State U
versity of New York at Stony Brook. The123Sb target was
2 mg/cm2 thick and backed with 16 mg/cm2 natural Pb.
The experimental setup consisted of six Compton-suppre
Ge detectors working in conjunction with a 14-element BG
multiplicity filter. The detectors were placed at approx
mately630°, 690°, and6150° relative to the beam direc
tion. The g-ray energy resolution measured at;550 keV
was full width at half-maximum;2.2 keV. A total of
;823106 time-gated promptg-g coincidence events wer
collected in this experiment. Coincidentg-ray events were
sorted into anEg-Eg matrix and analyzed using theg-ray
spectroscopy software packageRADWARE @17#. A partial
level scheme presenting the yrast band built on
ph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration identified in a previous stud
@18#, and the partner band observed in the current study
shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 presents theg-ray spectrum
created from a gate on the 380-keV intraband transition
the partner band. The number of counts in the peak for
689-keV linking transition in this spectrum compared to t
number of counts for the 360-keV partner-band member
dicates, when corrected for efficiency~see Table I for de-
tails!, a significant decay out from the partner band into t
yrast band.

A Direction Correlation from Oriented states~DCO! study
@19# was performed to determineg-ray multipolarities. An
asymmetric DCO matrix was sorted with the detectors au
'30° andu'150° incremented on one axis and the det
tors withu'90° on the other axis. DCO ratios@19# extracted
for known quadrupole-dipole and quadrupole-quadrupole

n

ta

FIG. 2. Partial level scheme for132La. The widths of the arrows
represent the relative intensity of theg-ray transitions with the in-
ternal conversion contribution indicated by the white componen
the arrow. Energies are given in keV.
8-2
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ROLE OF CHIRALITY IN ANGULAR MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 044328
incident g rays in 132La @18# are RDCO50.57(9) for the
587–482 keV cascade andRDCO50.97(15) for the 778–587
keV cascade. Energies, intensities, DCO ratios, propo
spin assignments for the observed excited levels, and m
polarities for theg-ray transitions are listed in Table I.

The experimental values of the DCO ratios extracted
the quadrupole-dipole cascades were used to calculate
mixing ratio d for the M1/E2 intraband transitions in the
yrast band@19#. These mixing ratios are of the order of;0.1
when a reasonable spin alignment parameters/I 50.3 is as-
sumed. The DCO analysis for the transitions linking the pa
ner band and the yrast band was performed with theRDCO
measured in gates set on strongM1/E2 transitions in the
yrast band. DCO ratios;1.5 were measured for the 622
689-, 775-, and 786-keVg rays using gates set on the 16
and 294-keV mixed dipole transitions. This rules out anE1
assignment for the links since the values calculated
stretched and nonstretchedE1 transitions areRDCO<1.2 and
RDCO<0.6, respectively. A stretchedE2 hypothesis is also
ruled out due to the expectedRDCO;0.5. The same is true
for an I i

p5I f
p mixed M1/E2 assignment since the calcul

tions giveRDCO<1 for any mixing ratio considered. There
fore, the above four links are all of mixedDI 51 M1/E2
character with a mixing ratiod'20.3. This yields positive
parity for the partner band and the relative spins as show
Fig. 2. The proposed assignment is consistent with that
termined for 136Pm in Ref.@4#; the DI 51 M1/E2 multipo-
larity for the linking transitions in this work results, in add
tion to the DCO analysis, from the polarizatio
measurement.

The existence of mixedM1/E2 links between the yras
and partner band suggests strongly that the partner ban
built on the same unique-parity orbitals as the yrast ba
The only other positive-parity configurations at low excit
tion energy which are possible in odd-odd nuclei in t
A;130 region involve positive-parity proton and positiv
parity neutron orbitals. However, the selection rules for
M1 andE2 operators yield vanishing matrix elements b
tween such configurations and the yrast band built

FIG. 3. Coincidence spectrum gated on the 380-keVg-ray tran-
sition. Those transitions reported in Fig. 2 are labeled with th
energies in keV; the other peaks correspond to transitions dep
lating the (81) state of the yrast band.
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negative-parity orbitals. As a consequence, the links sho
be strongly hindered unless the partner band is built on
ph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration as well.
The current experimental data yield relative spin assi

ments only; absolute spin assignments for the bands of in
est have to rely on the results of the previous study. T
ph11/2n

21h11/2 band in 132La was proposed in Ref.@18# to
decay to an isomeric state with at1/2524.3 min half-life. A
spin and parity (62) for this state was assigned in Ref.@20#
based on an electron conversion measurement for the
served depopulatingg-ray transitions. The same assignme
was preferred in Ref.@21# in which the results of an atomic
beam magnetic resonance measurement are discussed
482-keV transition linking the partner bands to the isome
state was assigned a stretchedE1 multipolarity based on
angular distribution measurements@18# that resulted in the
(71) assignment for the bandhead of the yrast band.

A systematic study of the bands built on theph11/2nh11/2
configuration in the odd-oddA;130 nuclei was reported in
Ref. @22# in which new spin assignments for several ban
were suggested; it was based on the assumption that the
citation energy of the levels with the same spin in a chain
deformed odd-odd isotopes and isotones varies in a sm
way. This study includes theph11/2n

21h11/2 bands in the
N575 isotones, where spin assignments higher by one
of \ were proposed in132La, 134Pr, and136Pm as compared
to the original assignments proposed in Refs.@18#, @23#, and
@24#, respectively. The spin assignment in130Cs proposed in
Ref. @25# was treated as a reference point and, therefore,
altered in this study.

These ambiguities in the spin assignment may be att
uted to well-known difficulties with experimental studies
odd-odd nuclei. The spins proposed in Ref.@22# with the
(81) assignment for the bandhead of the yrast band in132La
were found to be in better agreement with the results of
calculations discussed in Sec. IV C and are therefore ado
in the present paper.

III. THE CORE-PARTICLE COUPLING MODEL

A. The Hamiltonian

For the purpose of the current study, the total nucl
Hamiltonian is assumed to consist of a spherically symme
mean-field Hamiltonian and a quadrupole-quadrupole in
action term, namely,

H5(
t,a

«taata
† ata2

1

2 (
t,t8

xtt8(
m

Qm
† ~t!Qm~t8!, ~1!

where «ta denotes the energy for the single-particle st
ua&, a is the set of the quantum numbers (j a ,ma ,na ,l a) for
the single-particle stateua&, and t,t8 are indices that run
over both protons and neutrons. Two indices (t, t8) are
required for the two-body interaction term. The symbolQ(t)
denotes the quadrupole operator of protons or neutrons
fined as

Qm~t!5
1

A5
(

sta ,sta8

q~sta ,sta8!@ata
† ãta8#2m , ~2!

ir
u-
8-3
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TABLE I. Properties ofg-ray transitions observed in the current study.

Eg
a ~keV! I g ~%! DCO ratio I i

p → I f
p Multipolarity

67.6 (91) → (81) M1/E2

161.3 100.0~3.0! 0.64~6! b (101) → (91) M1/E2

293.6

293.5J 140.0~4.0! 0.46~6! c
(111)

(121)

→
→

(101)

(111)

M1/E2

M1/E2

360.1 4.1~0.1! (121) → (111) M1/E2

380.0 2.1~0.1! (131) → (121) M1/E2

385.3 23.3~0.7! 0.42~5! b (141) → (131) M1/E2

392.1 39.1~1.2! 0.58~5! b (131) → (121) M1/E2

402.7 2.7~0.1! (141) → (131) M1/E2

426.9 .1.0 (151) → (141) M1/E2

451.9

453.6

9.1~0.3!

16.6~0.5!
J 0.35~6! b

(161)

(151)

→
→

(151)

(141)

M1/E2

M1/E2

481.7 18.6~0.6! 0.57~9! b E1

487.5 1.9~0.1! (181) → (171) M1/E2

506.3 4.4~0.1! 0.5~2! b (171) → (161) M1/E2

558.0 1.4~0.1! (191) → (181) M1/E2

587.3 16.2~0.5! (121) → (101) E2

622.0 8.0~0.3! 1.7~3! d (111) → (101) M1/E2

686.1 11.6~0.4! (131) → (111) E2

688.6 7.4~0.2! 1.4~2! e (121) → (111) M1/E2

740.2 1.2~0.1! (131) → (111) E2

774.7 5.4~0.2! 1.5~2! e (131) → (121) M1/E2

777.9 19.9~0.6! 0.97~15! b (141) → (121) E2

783.0 1.9~0.1! (141) → (121) E2

783.3 0.7~0.4! (111) → (91) E2

785.5 5.3~0.2! 1.8~3! e (141) → (131) M1/E2

827.0 1.0~0.1! (151) → (141) M1/E2

829.8 .0.5 (151) → (131) E2

839.2 11.9~0.4! (151) → (131) E2

862.2 1.6~0.1! (161) → (151) M1/E2

906.0 11.8~0.4! (161) → (141) E2

915.6 1.4~0.1! (161) → (141) E2

958.8 5.1~0.2! (171) → (151) E2

994.3 4.4~0.2! (181) → (161) E2

1015.6 2.8~0.1! (201) → (181) E2

1046.3 2.6~0.1! (191) → (171) E2

aEnergies are typically accurate to within60.3 keV.
bGated on 587-keVE2 transition.
cGated on 778-keVE2 transition.
dGated on 161-keV mixedM1/E2 transition.
eGated on 294-keV mixedM1/E2 transitions.
-

o
e

-

n

wheresta5( j a ,na ,l a) denotes the set of the quantum num
bers for the single-particle stateua& without the magnetic
quantum numberma for t5p or t5n, respectively. The
symbolq(sta ,sta8) denotes the reduced matrix element
the single-particle quadrupole operator calculated betw
04432
f
en

states ua& and ua8&. The phase convention for a single
particle wave function as defined in Sec. 3-A of Ref.@8# is
adopted throughout this paper. With this phase conventio

Qm
† ~t!5~2 !mQ2m~t! ~3!
8-4
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and the reduced matrix elements

q~sta ,sta8!5~2 ! j a2 j a8q~sta8 ,sta! ~4!

are real. The symbol@atl
† ãtm#LM denotes the coupling o

spherical tensors, in this case the creation operators f
particle in orbitalul& and a hole in orbitalum&, to a state with
angular momentumLM

@atl
† ãtm#LM5 (

ml ,mm

^ j lml j mmmuLM &atl
† ãtm . ~5!

The above Hamiltonian does not include pairing corre
tions; however, this simplification is justified by the fact th
the model is applied to very specific bands in theA;130
region built on valence nucleons occupyingh11/2 orbitals. In
this paper, nuclei withZ;57 and N;75 are considered
where the Fermi level is low compared to theph11/2 subshell
while high compared to thenh11/2 subshell. In such cases,
simplified model treating the valence proton as a pure p
ticle and the valence neutron as a pure hole is expecte
approximate with sufficient accuracy the quasiparti
model, which includes pairing. In the current approach,
pairing interactions for all the core nucleons are conside
to be core properties. Indeed, these are the interactions
result in a irrotational-flow-like behavior for the triaxial-cor
moments of inertia discussed in Sec. IV A. An analogo
model with pairing interactions for odd-even nuclei is d
scribed in Refs.@9–11# and references therein.

B. Wave functions for core-particle, -hole, and -particle-hole
coupling model

For core-particle coupling, the wave function of a sta
with angular momentumIK ~see footnote 3! and additional
quantum numberss in odd-even nuclei is expanded in term
of a basis of the formatm

† uA,Rt,r &. The wave function
04432
a

-
t

r-
to

e
d

hat

s
-

uA,Rt,r & is an eigenfunction of the nuclear Hamiltonian f
the even-even core state with angular momentumRt and a
set of additional quantum numbers labeledr. The expansion
coefficientsuIs(stm ,R,r ) are defined as

^A11,IK ,suatm
† uA,Rt,r &5^ j mmmRtuIK &uIs(stm ,R,r ) .

~6!

An analogous expansionãtmuA,Rt,r & is used for core-hole
coupling with the coefficientsv Is(stm ,R,r ) defined by

^A21,IK ,suãtmuA,Rt,r &5^ j mmmRtuIK &v Is(stm ,R,r ) .
~7!

For odd-odd nuclei, a basis of the form

@apl
† ãnm#LMuZ,N,Rt,r & is used and the nuclear wave fun

tion is expanded with the coefficientsUIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r ) de-
fined as

^Z11,N21,IK ,su@apl
† ãnm#LMuZ,N,Rt,r &

5^LMRtuIK &UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r ) . ~8!

C. Application of the Kerman-Klein-Dönau-Frauendorf
method

The Kerman-Klein-Do¨nau-Frauendorf method@12# was
used in the current study to develop models for both o
even and odd-odd nuclei. As outlined below, this is a line
ized equation of motion method. The equations for bo
models are presented to emphasize the similarities in the
malism. Model parameters deduced for odd-even nuclei
expected to be directly applicable to the calculations for o
odd nuclei.

The Heisenberg equations of motion for fermion creat
and annihilation operators are
hole, the
@H,atm
† #5«tmatm

† 2(
t8

xtt8 (
stm8

1

A2 j m11
q~stm ,stm8!@atm8

† Q~t8!# j mmm

2
1

2
xtt(

m8
(
sta

1

2 j m11
q~stm ,sta!q~stm8 ,sta!atm8

† d j m j m8
dmmmm8

, ~9!

@H,ãtm#52«tmãtm1(
t8

xtt8 (
stm8

1

A2 j m11
q~stm ,stm8!@ ãtm8Q~t8!# j mmm

2
1

2
xtt(

m8
(
sta

1

2 j m11
q~stm ,sta!q~stm8 ,sta!ãtm8d j m j m8

dmmmm8
. ~10!

These equations lead to the model for single-nucleon coupling. For the coupling of a proton particle and a neutron
corresponding equation of motion is

3Note that, in the present paperK denotes the projection of the total angular momentumI on the quantization axis in the laboratory~not
the intrinsic! reference frame.
8-5
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†H,@apl
† ãnm#LM‡5~«pl2«nm!@apl

† ãnm#LM

2(
t8

xpt8 (
spl8

(
L8

~2 ! j l1 j m1L8q~spl ,spl8!A2L811H j l8 2 j l

L j m L8
J †@apl8

† ãnm#L8Q~t8!‡LM

1(
t8

xnt8 (
snm8

(
L8

~2 ! j l1 j m81Lq~snm ,snm8!A2L811H j m8 2 j m

L j l L8
J †@apl

† ãnm8#L8Q~t8!‡LM

1xpn (
spl8

(
snm8

~2 ! j l81 j m1Lq~spl ,spl8!q~snm ,snm8!H j l8 2 j l

j m L j m8
J @apl8

† ãnm8#LM

2
1

2
xpp(

spa
(

spl8

1

2 j l11
q~spl ,spa!q~spl8 ,spa!d j l j l8

@apl8
† ãnm#LM

2
1

2
xnn(

sna
(
snm8

1

2 j m11
q~snm ,sna!q~snm8 ,sna!d j m j m8

@apl
† ãnm8#LM . ~11!
-

n
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The basis defined by Eq.~6! was used to derive the eigen
value equation for core-particle coupling

EIs(stm ,R,r )uIs(stm ,R,r )

5 (
stm8 ,R8,r 8

H (stm ,R,r )(stm8 ,R8,r 8)
p uIs(stm8 ,R8,r 8) . ~12!

The expression for the matrix elementH (stm ,R,r )(stm8 ,R8,r 8)
p

results from Eq.~9! when applying the wave function for a
odd-even nucleus to its left-hand side and the wave func
for an even-even core to its right-hand side

H (stm ,R,r )(stm8 ,R8,r 8)
p

5~ERr1«tm!dstmstm8
dRR8d rr 82x~2 ! j m81R1I

3H j m8 2 j m

R I R8
J q~stm ,stm8!q~Rr,R8r 8!. ~13!

In the equations above,EIs denotes the energy of the sta
with quantum numbersIs in an odd-even nucleus,ERr de-
notes the energy of the state with quantum numbersRr in an
even-even core, andq(Rr,R8r 8) denotes the reduced matr
elements of the quadrupole operator between core states
quantum numbersRr and R8r 8. Equation~13! was derived
under the assumptionxpp5xnn5xpn5x. The single-
04432
n

ith

particle valence space for the current calculation is restric
to theh11/2 orbital; in such an approximation the last term o
the right-hand side of Eq.~9! can be neglected since it resul
only in an additive constant to the diagonal matrix eleme
of Hp. An analogous equation for a core-hole coupli
model was derived from Eq.~10! using the basis defined in
Eq. ~7!

EIs(stm ,R,r )v Is(stm ,R,r )

5 (
stm8 ,R8,r 8

H (stm ,R,r )(stm8 ,R8,r 8)
h v Is(stm8 ,R8,r 8) ~14!

with the matrixHh given by

H (stm ,R,r )(stm8 ,R8,r 8)
h

5~ERr2«tm!dstmstm8
dRR8d rr 81x~2 ! j m81R1I

3H j m8 2 j m

R I R8
J q~stm ,stm8!q~Rr,R8r 8!. ~15!

When the wave function of the odd-odd nucleus is appl
to the left-hand side of Eq.~11! and the wave function of the
even-even core is applied to its right-hand side, the met
leads to the model for core-particle-hole coupling. The
genvalue equation for theUIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r ) coefficients de-
fined in Eq.~8! becomes
EIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )5 (
spl8 ,snm8 ,L8,R8,r 8

H (spl ,snm ,L,R,r )~spl8 ,snm8 ,L8,R8,r 8)
ph

UIs(spl8 ,snm8 ,L8,R8,r 8) ~16!

with the matrixHph defined by
8-6
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H (spl ,snm ,L,R,r )(spl8 ,snm8 ,L8,R8,r 8)
ph

5~ERr1«lp2«mn!dsplspl8
dsnmsnm8

dLL8dRR8d rr 8

2x~2 ! j l1 j m1R1IA2L11A2L811H j l8 2 j l

L j m L8
J H L8 2 L

R I R8
J q~spl ,spl8!dsnmsnm8

q~Rr,R8r 8!

1x~2 ! j l1 j m81L1L81R1IA2L11A2L811H j m8 2 j m

L j l L8
J H L8 2 L

R I R8
J dsplspl8

q~snm ,snm8!q~Rr,R8r 8!

1x~2 ! j l81 j m1LH j m8 2 j m

j l L j l8
J q~spl ,spl8!q~snm ,snm8!dLL8dRR8d rr 8 . ~17!

Equation~17! was developed under the same assumption as for Eqs.~13! and ~15!.
The parameters required to calculate matrix elements given by Eqs.~13!, ~15!, and~17! are the energies and reduced mat

elements of the quadrupole operator for single-particle states and for the core. The model, therefore, can be con
applied to studies of valence particle coupling with various cores. The current calculations consider coupling with a
rotor @14#. The single-particle basis was limited to the unique parityh11/2 orbitals for both the valence proton and neutro
Equations~12!, ~14!, and ~16! were solved numerically, which provides the energies and wave functions for odd-eve
odd-odd nuclei. The choice of model parameters is discussed in Sec. IV.

D. Electromagnetic properties

The wave functions resulting from the diagonalization of Eqs.~12!, ~14!, or ~16! were used to compute the reduced mat
elements of theM1 andE2 operators. In the case of core-particle coupling, the reduced matrix element of the operatorM(L)
is given by

^I 8s8,A11uuM~L!uuIs,A11&

5A2I 11A2I 811F(
stm

(
Rr,R8r 8

~2 ! j m1R1I 81LH I 8 L I

R jm R8
J ^R8r 8uuM~L!uuRr&uIs(stm ,R,r )uI 8s8(stm ,R8,r 8)

1 (
stm ,stm8

(
R,r

~2 ! j m81R1I 1LH I 8 L I

j m R jm8
J ^stm8uuM~L!uustm&uIs(stm ,R,r )uI 8s8(stm8 ,R,r )G . ~18!

The corresponding formula for the core-hole coupling is

^I 8s8,A21uuM~L!uuIs,A21&

5A2I 11A2I 811F(
stm

(
Rr,R8r 8

~2 ! j m1R1I 81LH I 8 L I

R jm R8
J ^R8r 8uuM~L!uuRr&v Is(stm ,R,r )v I 8s8(stm ,R8,r 8)

1 (
stm ,stm8

(
R,r

c~2 ! j m81R1I 1LH I 8 L I

j m R jm8
J ^stm8uuM~L!uustm&v Is(stm ,R,r )v I 8s8(stm8 ,R,r )G , ~19!

where

c5H 21 for electric multipoles

11 for magnetic multiples
~20!

is a factor related to the transformation properties of the matrix element of theM(L) operator under particle-hole conjugatio
as discussed in Sec. 3.1b of Ref.@8#.

For proton-particle and neutron-hole coupling to the core, the corresponding reduced matrix element is given by
044328-7
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^I 8s8,Z11,N21uuM~L!uuIs,Z11,N21&

5A2I 11A2I 811 F (
spl ,snm

(
L

(
Rr,R8r 8

~2 !L1R1I 81LH I 8 L I

R L R8
J

3^R8r 8uuM~L!uuRr&UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )UI 8s8(spl ,snm ,L,R8,r 8)

1 (
spl ,spl8

(
snm

(
L,L8

(
R,r

~2 ! j l81 j m1L1L81R1IA2L11A2L811H L8 L L

j l j m j l8
J H I 8 L I

L R L8
J

3^spl8uuM~L!uuspl&UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )UI 8s8(spl8 ,snm ,L8,R,r )

1(
spl

(
snm ,snm8

(
L,L8

(
R,r

c~2 ! j l1 j m1R1IA2L11A2L811H L8 L L

j m j l j m8
J H I 8 L I

L R L8
J

3^snm8uuM~L!uusnm&UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )UI 8s8(spl ,snm8 ,L8,R,r )G . ~21!
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E. Scalar operators of angular momenta

The wave function of a state in an odd-odd nucleus p
vided by the model contains information about the coupl
of the three angular momenta: the angular momentum of
core R, the angular momentum of the protonj p , and the
angular momentum of the neutronj n . Information specific to
the orientation of these individual angular momenta can
partially separated out by employing calculated expecta
values for scalar product operators involving these three v
tors. The scalar operators considered in this study are
follows:

^IsuR2uIs&5(
spl

(
snm

(
L

(
R

(
r

R~R11!UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )
2 ,

~22!

^Isu j p j nuIs&5
1

2 (
spl

(
snm

(
L

(
R

(
r

$L~L11!2 j p~ j p11!

2 j n~ j n11!%UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )
2 ~23!

^IsuR jpuIs&5(
spl

(
snm

(
L,L8

(
R

(
r

~2 ! j l1 j n1R1I

3AR~R11!Aj l~ j l11!A2R11

3A2 j l11A2L11A2L811H L8 1 L

j l j m j l
J

3H L8 1 L

R I RJ UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )

3UIs(spl ,snm ,L8,R,r ) , ~24!
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^IsuR jnuIs&5(
spl

(
snm

(
L,L8

(
R

(
r

~2 ! j l1 j m1R1I~2 !L1L8

3AR~R11!Aj m~ j m11!A2R11

3A2 j m11A2L11A2L811H L8 1 L

j m j l j m
J

3H L8 1 L

R I RJ UIs(spl ,snm ,L,R,r )

3UIs(spl ,snm ,L8,R,r ) . ~25!

F. The orientation operator

An important part of these calculations is to investiga
the chiral interpretation, namely, that the nearly degene
band members observed for theph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration
in triaxial odd-odd nuclei (132La) result from the two orien-
tations, left- and right-handed systems, in which the perp
dicular angular momentaj p , j n , and R can couple to the
total angular momentumI. The operator

s5~ jWp3 jWn!•RW ~26!

is used below to examine the orientation of these vectors
expectation value would peak for three mutually perpendi
lar angular momenta in the intrinsic frame; it has oppos
signs for the left-handed and right-handed systems. This
erator changes sign under time reversal.

The operators may be expressed in terms of the coupli
of spherical tensors@26#

s5 iA6†@ jp ^ j n#1^ R‡05 iV, ~27!

wherejp , j n , andR are spherical tensors of rank 1~vectors!
and V is a spherical tensor of rank 0~scalar!. The reduced
8-8
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matrix element of theV operator between the basis states
the core-particle-hole coupling model is given by

^I 8spl8 ,snm8 ,L8,R8,r 8uuVuuIspl ,snm ,L,R,r &

5d I I 8dll8dm m8dR R8d r r 8~2 !L81R1I

3A6A2L11A2L811A2 j l11

3A2 j m11A2R11Aj l~ j l11!Aj m~ j m11!AR~R11!

3H L8 1 L

R I RJ H L8 L 1

j m j m 1

j l j l 1
J . ~28!

The matrix element defined by Eq.~28! changes sign
when transposed. As a consequence, the expectation val
the V and s operators for any state in the laboratory refe
ence frame is zero; therefore, the orientation of states in
laboratory reference frame is never specified. If, however,
a given spinI there exist statesuIR& and uIL&, which come
from the right-handed and the left-handed intrinsic sta
respectively, the restoration of time reversal requires that
physical states are@16#

uI 1&5
1

A2
~ uIR&1uIL&),

uI 2&5
i

A2
~ uIR&2uIL&). ~29!

For nearly degenerate levels,

^I 1uusuuI 2&5 i ^I 1uuVuuI 2&' i ^IRuusuuIR&. ~30!

The normalized orientation parameter, which varies betw
61, is defined as

s̃5s̃R5
^IRusuIR&

A^IRu j p
2 uIR&A^IRu j n

2uIR&A^IRuR2uIR&
52s̃L .

~31!

It is related to matrix elements for the states in the laborat
system by

s̃'
A2^I 1uVuI 2&

j ~ j 11!A^I 1uR2uI 1&1^I 2uR2uI 2&
~32!

with j 55.5 for theph11/2n
21h11/2 configuration. In the cal-

culations discussed below, the wave functions foruI 1& and
uI 2& states are assumed to be those provided by the c
particle-hole coupling model for the nearly degenerate p
of states.

IV. MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE AÈ130 REGION

A. The core: Calculations for 130Ba and 132Ba

The focus of the current study is to investigate gro
structure features of the core-particle-hole coupling in o
04432
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odd nuclei; a triaxial rotor@14# is used, therefore, for the
core. A triaxial core withg;230° ~Lund convention4! was
a prediction of the TAC calculations in the intrinsic fram
@15#, although total Routhian surface@27# calculations sug-
gest that nuclei in this mass region areg soft to some degree
The use of a triaxial rotor seems to be justified by the
perimental results of Refs.@1–5#, which imply relatively
rigid triaxiality required for the existence ofph11/2n

21h11/2
chiral partners. This most likely results from the fact that,
odd-odd nuclei, particle-hole configurations stabilize triax
deformations due to the opposing shape-driving forces.
mathematical simplicity of a triaxial rotor for the core ha
advantages in these studies.

The Hamiltonian for the triaxial rotor is given by

H5 (
k51

3 Rk
2

2Jk
, ~33!

whereRk andJk denote projections of the angular mome
tum operator and moments of inertia in the intrinsic coor
nate frame, respectively. The three irrotational-flow-like m
ments of inertia are given by the equation@28#

Jk54Bb2sin2S g2
2kp

3 D , k51,2,3, ~34!

which is consistent with the corresponding formula of R
@6#. The model has three parameters: quadrupole deforma
b, triaxiality g, and mass parameterB.

Deformation parameters b50.220, g524°, and
b50.192, g526° were extracted for130Ba and 132Ba, re-
spectively, from theB(E2,21

1→01
1) values and the ratios o

the energies of the first and the second 21 states@29,30# ~the
model parameters for all of the nuclei investigated in t
current study are summarized in Table II!. In both Ba nuclei,
good agreement between the calculated and experimenta
ergies for the excited states in the yrast band was obse
for a mass parameterB595\2/MeV. Comparisons between

4Note that the triaxiality parameterg as defined by the Lund con
vention has the opposite sign to that defined in Ref.@14#. The con-
vention of Ref.@14# is consistently applied in the discussion belo

TABLE II. Parameters of the models used in the current stu
quadrupole deformation parametersb andg, mass parameterB for
the moment of inertia and the coupling constantx for quadrupole-
quadrupole interactions.

Nucleus b g B (\2/MeV) x (MeV/b2)

130Ba 0.220 24° 95
131Ba 0.21 32° 95 9
132Ba 0.192 26° 95
131La 0.23 20° 95 9
132La 0.23 21° 95 9
133La 0.21 20° 95 9
134Pr 0.25 35° 95 9
8-9
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selected experimental and calculated level energies are
sented in Fig. 4 while those for transition rates are presen
in Table III.

It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the energies for the hig
spin yrast states in130Ba and 132Ba are overestimated usin
a triaxial rotor. This is a consequence of the constant mom
of inertia assumed in the calculations while experimenta
moments of inertia in theA;130 region increase with in
creasing spin~rotational frequency!. More sophisticated pa
rametrizations for the moment of inertia, for example, a va
able moment of inertia~VMI ! @31#, yield usually better

FIG. 4. Comparisons between energies of excited states in
yrast andg bands in130Ba and 132Ba with those calculated for a
rigid triaxial rotor. See Table II for the model parameters. The
perimental data are taken from Refs.@29# and @30# for 130Ba and
132Ba, respectively.
04432
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agreement with experimental data. Calculations using
VMI have been investigated; however, in the present stud
constant moment of inertia is assumed for simplicity. Ad
tionally, in 130Ba and132Ba, a crossing is observed near sp
;10\ with the resultingS-band built on an excited two
quasineutron (h11/2)

2 configuration as established by
g-factor measurement of Ref.@32#. This crossing may per-
turb the energies of the yrast levels with spins lower th
101, but is blocked in the rotational bands of the odd-o
nuclei studied. Therefore, the constant moment of inertia
expected to approximate the core properties in132La better
than the132Ba nucleus itself.

As shown in Fig. 4, the calculated and experimental
ergies in theg bands have slightly different trends. In th
calculations, the states with spins 21 and 31 or 41 and 51

are clustered together, whereas experimentally the cluste
is observed for the states with spin 31 and 41. This feature
was pointed out in Ref.@33# as a characteristic that differen
tiates betweeng-rigid and g-vibrational models for even-
even nuclei. More sophisticated approaches, such as tho
Refs. @34–36# based on the Bohr Hamiltonian, the interac
ing boson model, or the general collective model, resp
tively, can be used to calculate the core properties. A m
detailed core description will be considered in future calc
lations.

B. Core-particle and -hole coupling: Calculations for 131La,
133La, and 131Ba

The core-particle coupling model with ax59 MeV/b2

coupling constant for the quadrupole-quadrupole interac
was applied for the calculation of theh11/2-band properties in
odd-proton 131La and 133La. The coupling constant whe
scaled by a factorA25/3 is consistent withx;11 MeV/b2

used in a similar study in theA;110 region@37# where good
agreement between experimental and calculated energies
observed for theh11/2 band of 111Te. In the current studies
the basis for the core consisted of states up to spin 161 in the
yrast band and states up to spin 131 in theg band. The best
overall agreement between the calculations and experime
data was achieved for cores withb50.23 andg520°, and
b50.21 andg520° for 131La and 133La, respectively, for
the mass parameterB595\2/MeV ~see Table II!; the values
of b and g for the cores are slightly higher and smalle
respectively, than those extracted for the corresponding e

he

-

TABLE III. Comparison between transition rates in130Ba and 132Ba with those calculated for a rigid
triaxial rotor. See Table II for the model parameters. The experimental data are taken from Refs.@29# and@30#
for 130Ba and132Ba, respectively.

130Ba 132Ba
Exp Calc Exp Calc

B(E2,21
1→01

1) @e2b2# 0.26~3! 0.229 0.175~13! 0.174
B(E2,22

1→01
1) @e2b2# 0.005 0.015~2! 0.005

B(E2,22
1→21

1) @e2b2# 0.153 0.591~60! 0.166

B~E2,22
1→21

1!

B~E2,22
1→01

1!
31 39~6! 31
8-10
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Ba isotopes. This is consistent with the prolate-deformat
driving property of theph11/2 orbital in this mass region.

A core-hole coupling model was applied to calculate
properties of theh11/2 band in odd-neutron131Ba with the
same coupling constant for the quadrupole-quadrupole in
action, and the same mass parameter for the core as use
core-particle coupling~see Table II!. The best overall agree
ment between the calculated and experimental level ener
was observed for a triaxial core withb50.21 andg532°.
The larger triaxiality relative to that for the correspondi
core is consistent with the oblate driving properties of
nh11/2 hole orbital.

These calculations for odd-even nuclei are n
sensitive to the single-particle energies of theh11/2
states. The reduced matrix element of the quadrup
operator q(h11/2,h11/2)520.3636 b used for the coup
ling of the h11/2 proton and neutron was determine
assuming radial wave functions of a harmonic os
llator @28#. The reduced matrix elements of the magne
dipole operator ^ph11/2uuM(M1)uuph11/2&525.1mN and
^nh11/2uuM(M1)uunh11/2&524.33mN needed to evaluate
M1 transition rates in odd-even nuclei were calculated
suming a 0.6 spin attenuation factor.

FIG. 5. Comparisons between energies of excited states in
yrast band in131La and 133La with those calculated for aph11/2

particle coupled to a rigid triaxial rotor. See Table II for the mod
parameters. The experimental data are taken from Refs.@38# and
@39# for 131La and 133La, respectively.
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Comparisons between the experimental@38,39# and calcu-
lated level energies are presented in Fig. 5 for the odd-pro
La nuclei and in the top panel of Fig. 6 for odd-neutro
131Ba. The systematic discrepancy observed in Fig. 5 for
states at higher spins reflects a similar discrepancy for
core. For 131Ba, energies for all the states observed expe
mentally are well reproduced except for the 9/22 state. A
core-quasiparticle coupling model and/or a more elabo
core description are needed to reproduce the propertie
this 9/22 state. A larger single-particle basis that includesf 7/2
andh9/2 orbitals may also be necessary.

The experimental and calculated transition rates for131La
are in good agreement as presented in Table IV. For131Ba

he

l

FIG. 6. ~Top! Comparison between energies of excited states
the yrast band in131Ba with those calculated for anh11/2 hole
coupled to a rigid triaxial rotor.~Bottom! Comparison between
branching ratios in the yrast band in131Ba with those calculated for
a nh11/2 hole coupled to a rigid triaxial rotor. See Table II for th
model parameters. The experimental data are taken from Ref.@38#.

TABLE IV. Comparison between transition rates in131La and
133La with those calculated for aph11/2 particle coupling with rigid
triaxial rotor. See Table II for the model parameters. The exp
mental data for131La are taken from Ref.@38#.

131La 133La
Exp Calc Exp Calc

B(E2,15/22→11/22) @e2b2# 0.346~11! 0.329 0.277
B(E2,19/22→15/22) @e2b2# 0.330~30! 0.361 0.305
8-11
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the experimental and theoretical branching ratios are c
pared in the bottom panel of Fig. 6. These branching ra
were calculated using theoreticalB(M1) andB(E2) reduced
transition probabilities and experimental energies~the E2
contributions to the DI 51 17/22→15/22 and 21/22

FIG. 7. Comparison between energies of excited states in
partner band in132La with those calculated forph11/2n

21h11/2

particle-hole coupling with a rigid triaxial rotor~see Table II for the
model parameters!. Theoretical states are shown only when the c
responding experimental states are known.

FIG. 8. ~Top! Comparison between branching ratios in the yr
band in132La with those calculated forph11/2n

21h11/2 particle-hole
coupling with a rigid triaxial rotor.~Bottom! Comparison between
experimental and calculated branching ratios for theDI 51 transi-
tions in the partner band and theDI 51 transitions between the
partner band and the yrast band in132La. See Table II for the mode
parameters.
04432
-
s

→19/22 transitions are substantial!. The magnitude and
staggering of the experimental branching ratios are corre
reproduced.

C. Core-particle-hole coupling: Calculation for 132La

The core-particle-hole coupling model was used to cal
late the properties of theph11/2n

21h11/2 bands in odd-odd
132La observed in the current experiment. The parame
were those established above~see Table II! including the
reduced matrix elements of the quadrupole and magn
moment operators for single-particle states. The best ove
agreement between the calculated and experimental leve
ergies and between the branching ratios was observed f
triaxial core withb50.23 andg521°. This value forb is
comparable to that of131La but is larger than that for133La.
This is consistent with the larger collectivity expected for t
core as the neutron Fermi level decreases toward the m
shell. The deduced triaxiality for the132La core is closer to
the triaxiality of the odd-proton La isotopes rather than
that of the odd-neutron131Ba. This may suggest that in th
case of132La the driving force exerted by the valenceh11/2
neutron hole is not large enough to overcome the pro
driving force of the valenceh11/2 proton. It should be noted
however, that these values of the model parameters are
tracted without pairing interactions for the valence nucleo
and are expected to be altered slightly in paired calculatio

e

-

t

FIG. 9. Excitation energies for the states forming the yrast b
~solid lines! and the partner band~dashed lines! in an odd-odd
nucleus calculated with the core-particle-hole coupling model a
function of triaxiality of the core. The basis for the calculatio
shown in the top panel includes the yrast band and theg band for
the core. The basis for the calculations shown in the bottom pa
includes only the yrast band for the core. States are labeled
spin and have positive parity. See text for the model parameter
8-12
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FIG. 10. Comparisons be
tween energies of observe
ph11/2n

21h11/2 states in 132La
~top! and 134Pr ~bottom! with
those calculated for
ph11/2n

21h11/2 particle-hole cou-
pling with a rigid triaxial rotor.
See Table II for the model param
eters.
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The experimental and calculated level energies are c
pared in Fig. 7. Both the yrast band and the partner band
reproduced in the calculations. Comparisons between the
perimental and theoretical branching ratios are presente
Fig. 8. The branching ratios were calculated using theoret
B(M1) andB(E2) reduced transition probabilities and e
perimental energies. The top panel of Fig. 8 presents
branching ratios for the intraband transitions in the yr
band. A good general agreement is observed; however
calculated branching ratios are systematically larger at
spins. The bottom panel of Fig. 8 presents the branch
ratios for theDI 51 transitions in the partner band and t
DI 51 transitions between the partner band and the y
band; the order of the magnitude for these branching ratio
correctly reproduced. The agreement between the calcula
and the experimental data is significantly worse, especi

FIG. 11. Linea: Contribution of the core yrast states to the wa
function of the yrast 141 state. Lineb: Contribution of the coreg
states to the wave function of the yrast 141 state. Linec: Contribu-
tion of the core yrast states to the wave function of the 141 state in
the partner band. Lined: Contribution of the coreg states to the
wave function of the 141 state in the partner band. The calculatio
were done for a core with quadrupole deformationb50.23.
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for the branching ratios, if a spin (71), rather than the (81),
was assigned to the bandhead of the yrast band as was
posed in Ref.@18#.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Role of the core triaxiality and the g-band coupling

The core-particle-hole coupling model wit
x59 MeV/b2, the core parameters b50.23 and
B595\2/MeV, and single-particle parameters discuss
above was applied to study the role of the core triaxiality
odd-odd nuclei. The basis for these calculations includes
yrast band and theg band of the core as discussed in Se
IV A. Excitation energies calculated for states in the yra
and the partner bands of a generic odd-odd nucleus
shown in the top panel of Fig. 9. It is observed in the calc
lations that the 121, 131, 141, and 151 states of both bands
are separated by an energy of several hundred keV for
core withg;0° andg;60°, but become nearly degenera
for a triaxial core withg;30°. Experimentally, such degen
eracy is observed for134Pr @23#, which is anN575 isotone
of 132La. The best agreement between the calculated and
experimental energies for the bands in134Pr was observed
for a core withb50.25 andg;35°. Figure 10 summarize
the results of the calculations in comparison to the exp
mental data from132La and 134Pr.

To further investigate the role of coupling to theg band,
the calculations were repeated forb50.23 and the standard
model parameters with a basis that includes only the y
states of the core. The resulting excitation energies for st
in the yrast band and the partner band in an odd-odd nuc
are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9. Both sets of cal
lations presented in Fig. 9 show the same trend, altho
degeneracy is observed only for the 111 state in the calcu-
lations with the basis not including the coreg band.
8-13
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FIG. 12. Expectation values
for the scalar operators defined i
Sec. III E: ~top left! ^R2&, ~top
right! ^ j p j n&, ~bottom left! ^R jp&,
and ~bottom right! ^R jn&, calcu-
lated as a function of triaxiality
for the core withb50.23 and for
~line a) the yrast 141 state and
~line b) the 141 state in the part-
ner band. The horizontal linec
gives the expectation value for th
^ j p

2 &5^ j n
2& operator for theh11/2

orbital.
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The wave functions for the states in an odd-odd nucl
calculated with the basis including the coreg band were
inspected to identify contributions from the yrast band andg
band of the core. The results for the 141 states shown in
Fig. 11 indicate that for a triaxial core withg;30°, the
contribution from theg band of the core is;10% for the
yrast 141 state~line b) and;30% for the 141 state in the
partner band~line d). It is further observed in Fig. 11 that fo
core deformations aroundg530°, the contributions due to
theg-band coupling decrease. It is concluded, therefore,
although the coupling of the valence nucleons with theg
band of the core does play a role in these detailed calc
tions, some other mechanism, which predominantly invol
coupling with the core yrast states, is needed to explain
level degeneracy for odd-odd triaxial nuclei. The chiral h
pothesis offers such a mechanism.

B. Coupling of angular momenta

The scalar operators defined in Sec. III E were used
investigate the coupling of the angular momenta of the co
the proton particle, and the neutron hole to the total ang
momentum. The expectation values of these operators ca
lated as a function of the triaxiality for the core wit
b50.23 for the yrast 141 state and the 141 state in the
partner band are shown in Fig. 12.

According to the calculations presented in the top l
panel of Fig. 12, the average core contribution to the to
angular momentum for both 141 states~lines a and b) is
comparable (R;6.5\) to the contributions from the valenc
proton and valence neutronh11/2 orbital ~line c). The results
for the^ j p j n& shown in the top right panel of Fig. 12~linesa
and b) indicates that the coupling of the angular mome
for the valence proton and valence neutron changes
slightly with the core triaxiality. If the effective angle be
tween the proton and neutron angular momenta is defi
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through cosz5^jpjn&/A^ j p
2 &^ j n

2&, the calculations predict nea
perpendicular coupling withz;75°.

The calculations presented in the left bottom panel
Fig. 12 show a distinct dependence of^R jp& ~linesa andb)
on the core triaxiality. For near prolate shapes withg;0°
the ^R jp& is smaller but comparable tôR&^ j p&, which indi-
cates a preference for alignment of the angular momentum
the proton particle along the angular momentum of the co
For near oblate shapes withg;60°, ^R jp& is significantly
smaller than̂ R&^ j p&, which indicates a preference for align
ment of the angular momentum of the proton particle alon
direction perpendicular to the angular momentum of
core. The opposite conclusions can be reached for the
tron hole.

For triaxial shapes withg;30°, the expectation value
for ^ j p j n&, ^R jp&, and^R jn& calculated for 141 states in the
yrast and in the partner bands are nearly equal. This sugg
similar perpendicular geometries for the coupling of angu
momenta. If the effective angles between the core ang
momentum and the angular momentum of the vale
nucleon are defined through cosc5^Rjp&/A^R2&^ j p

2 & and
cosj5^Rjn&/A^R2&^ j n

2&, the calculations predictc;j;65°.
The results presented above are consistent with the in

pretation based on the chiral hypothesis. Degenerate le
are indeed observed for states that have a core contributio
the total angular momentum comparable to the angular
mentum of the valence proton and the valence neutron.
these doublet states, the calculated effective angles betw
the three angular momenta involved indicate similar geo
etries with near perpendicular coupling. The scalar opera
discussed above do not define, however, the handedne
the system. The wave functions provided by the co
particle-hole coupling model with the standard set of para
eters were used, therefore, to evaluate the expectation v
8-14
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of the orientation parameters̃ defined in Sec. III F. The up
per panel of Fig. 13 presents the results at spin 141 as a
function of triaxiality forb50.23 andb50.35. In both cases
the orientation parameter peaks forg530° and decreases a
the core becomes axially symmetric.~For a classical me-

chanical system,s̃51 for mutually perpendicular vector

yielding an aplanar orientation, whiles̃50 would represent
a planar orientation.! This trend correlates very well with th
level degeneracy observed in the upper panel of Fig. 9.
lower panel of Fig. 13 presents the orientation parame
calculated as a function ofb for a core with fixedg530°.
The orientation is predicted to increase as core deforma
increases. Both trends shown in Fig. 13 are in full agreem
with those expected from the chiral hypothesis.

C. Role of the coreb deformation

As shown above, not only theg;30° triaxiality but also
a relatively largeb is essential to observe the degener
states in odd-odd nuclei. Indeed, in theA;130 region, two
of the three mutually perpendicular angular momenta
provided by the valence proton particle coupled to the sh
axis of the core and the valence neutron hole coupled to
long axis of the core. This coupling is expected to occur o
if the axes of the core are sufficiently different in length. F
a triaxial shape withg530°, the ratio of the short to long
axis is s/ l;0.9 for b50.1, s/ l;0.8 for b50.2, and
s/ l;0.7 for b50.3.

FIG. 13. ~Top! Orientation parameters̃ calculated as a function
of triaxiality g for b50.23 andb50.35.~Bottom! Orientation pa-

rameters̃ calculated as a function ofb for g530°.
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The core-particle-hole coupling model with standard p
rameters was used to investigate the role of the core de
mation in detail. Energies for states in the yrast and the p
ner bands calculated as a function ofb for a fixed g530°
triaxiality are shown in Fig. 14. At a deformation o
b50.35, the levels with a common spin between 131 and
191 in the yrast and in the partner bands have energies
differ by less than 50 keV; these energies start to diverge
b,0.23 and are hundreds of keV apart for deformatio
smaller thanb;0.17. This trend correlates very well wit
that shown for the orientation parameter in the lower pa
of Fig. 13. The effective angles between the angular m
menta of the proton, the neutron, and the core atb50.35 are
z;c;j;80°. These results are in full agreement with t
chiral hypothesis.

At high deformations, the calculations show that the co
g band still contributes up to 20% to the wave function f
the degenerate states. If theg band is removed from the cor
basis, the levels with a common spin between 101 and 171

in both bands have energies that differ by less then 100 k
The g band in the core seems, therefore, to play a role e
at high deformations, but is not essential to generate le
with similar excitation energies in these triaxial odd-odd n
clei.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Information regarding the excited states built on t
ph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration in 132La was extended in the
current experiment from the previous work in Ref.@18#. The
ph11/2n

21h11/2 yrast band and the partner band identified
the current studies show striking similarities when compa
to the corresponding bands in134Pr, which is anN575 iso-
tone of 132La. The interpretation proposed in Ref.@6# for
these structures as resulting from the coupling of the
thogonal angular momenta vectors in triaxial odd-odd nuc
into right- and left-handed systems of opposite chirality w
investigated with the use of a phenomenological co
particle-hole coupling model. The Hamiltonian for the mod
included single-particle terms and quadrupole-quadrupole
teractions. The eigenvalues for the Hamiltonian were cal

FIG. 14. Excitation energies for the states forming the yr
band ~solid lines! and the partner band~dashed lines! in an
A5130 odd-odd nucleus calculated with the core-particle-hole c
pling model as a function ofb deformation for the triaxial core with
g530°. States are labeled with spin and have positive parity.
text for the model parameters.
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lated using the Kerman-Klein-Do¨nau-Frauendorf method
that provides a convenient way to study the valence part
coupling with various cores. The coupling to a triaxial rot
was investigated in the current study. The model parame
were fitted to reproduce the properties of the yrast band
even-even nuclei and theh11/2 bands in odd-even nuclei in
the A5130 region, which resulted in good descriptions f
five 56Ba and57La nuclides within a consistent set of value
Good agreement between the experimental energies
branching ratios in odd-odd132La and those calculated usin
the core-particle-hole coupling model was achieved with
use of these parameters.

The results of the calculations for an odd-odd nucle
were analyzed for the configuration with anh11/2 proton par-
ticle and anh11/2 neutron hole as a function of the coreb and
g deformations. The resulting coupling of the angular m
menta of the core, of the valence proton, and of the vale
neutron was studied by evaluating the expectation value
the ^ j p j n&, ^R jp&, and ^R jn& operators and the orientatio
operators̃. The particle angular momentum was observed
align with the core angular momentum for the prolate co
and in the direction perpendicular to the core angular m
mentum for the oblate cores; the opposite was observed
the hole. In the calculations, the alignment was stronger
largerb.

In triaxial odd-odd nuclei withg;30° and moderate de
formation b for configurations with a high-j particle and a
high-j hole, the model predicts the existence of levels w
the same spin/parity and energies within;100 keV. Nearly
orthogonal coupling of angular momenta vectors for th
doublets is suggested by the calculated expectation va
for the ^ j p j n&, ^R jp&, and ^R jn& operators while the exis
tence of the right- and the left-handed systems in the int
sic, body-fixed reference frame is revealed via the calcula
expectation value for the orientation operators̃. The ener-
gies for the doublets are observed to diverge asg approaches
0° or 60° with levels becoming;1 MeV apart for axially
symmetric cores. For a fixedg;30° triaxiality, the energies
for the doublets are observed to converge as theb deforma-
tion of the core increases. At a deformation ofb;0.35 and
s
R
t-
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.
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rth
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g;30°, the levels with a common spin between 131 and
191 were calculated to be less than 50 keV apart for
ph11/2n

21h11/2 configuration.
The calculated spins for the doublet states are depen

not only on the single-particle configuration and core def
mation, but also on the collective basis assumed for the c
in the calculations. The energy difference for the doubl
was found to increase and the doublets appeared at lo
spins when theg band was removed from the core collectiv
basis forg;30°. In the calculations with theg band in-
cluded in the core collective basis, the contribution of t
coreg states to the wave function of the states in an odd-o
nucleus was observed to be smaller than 30% atg;30° and
b;0.2. Theg-band states still contribute at higher deform
tions (;20% forg;30° andb;0.35), which suggests tha
the degrees of freedom associated with theg band are im-
portant for detailed calculations, although not essentia
generate the doublet states.

The results summarized above are consistent with thos
Refs.@1–6# and with the proposed interpretation for the o
servedph11/2n

21h11/2 bands as resulting from the couplin
of the mutually perpendicular angular momenta of the co
proton particle, and neutron hole into two systems that di
by intrinsic chirality. Other possible explanations discuss
in these papers for the observed doublet structures are r
out as inconsistent with the experimental data. The mo
reported in the current paper can be easily applied to st
effects of the coreg softness as well as influences of th
specific proton-neutron interactions on the structure of th
bands.
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